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PRIME SCOTTISH PROPERTY
MARKET PAUSES TO DIGEST
NEW LBTT RATES
Tax policy continued to play a defining role in Scotland’s prime
property market during the second quarter. Oliver Knight examines the
latest figures.

Key facts for
Q2 2015
Prime country house prices in
Scotland rose by 0.2% in the
second quarter
LBTT had the greatest bearing on
market performance
Under the new LBTT rates,
purchase costs for a £1.5m
property have risen by nearly 80%
Annual price growth was 1.4%

Prime country house prices in Scotland
rose by 0.2% between April and June
taking annual growth to 1.4%, down from
the recent high of 2.8% in June last year.
The landslide SNP general election victory
on May 7th has had a modest impact on
the prime property market in the second
quarter of 2015. Rather, it has been the
recently introduced Land and Building
Transaction Tax (LBTT) which had the
greatest bearing on market performance.

rates, that same property now attracts a
bill of £78,350, a near 80% increase.
As a result, buyers and vendors brought
forward prime transactions prior to the
introduction of LBTT in order to benefit
from the lower stamp duty charges. There
was a spike in activity during the first
three months of 2015 with the number of
sales completed by Knight Frank nearly
50% higher year-on-year.

The new levy which came into effect
on 1 April 2015 means that while
those buying homes worth less than
£333,000 now pay less tax for homes,
those purchasing property with a value
above this threshold now pay more in
purchase taxes.

Since then, however, the prime market
has been subdued, with the number of
sales completed between April and June
notably lower than the same period of
2014. There is likely to be an ongoing
period of adjustment at the top-end of
the market as individuals factor in the
increased cost of moving.

As an example, a house in Scotland
valued at £1m would have attracted
a stamp duty liability of £43,750 under
the old system. Based on the new LBTT

There are still pockets of activity in
Scotland’s prime market however, mostly
in areas within commuting distance of
large towns and cities.
continued overleaf...
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Annual change in prime prices
by region (Q2 2014 - Q2 2015)
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Prices in the central Scottish region,
within an easy commute of Edinburgh
and Glasgow, for example, rose by
0.4% between April and June and have
risen by 2.8% on an annual basis.

“In spite of higher
levels of tax, Scottish
property prices remain
some way below their
previous market peak.
The market continues
to offer good value,
especially when
compared with London
and southern England.”

tax, Scottish property prices remain
some way below their previous market
peak. The market continues to offer
good value, especially when compared
with London and southern England.”

Ran Morgan, head of Scotland residential
sales, said: “In spite of higher levels of

Residential property purchase costs in Scotland
From April 1 2015
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BUYERS LOOK TO COMPLETE
DEALS AHEAD OF TAX CHANGE

ANNUAL PRICE GROWTH SLOWS
AHEAD OF UK ELECTION

Tax policy remains one of the main drivers of the prime property
market in Edinburgh. Oliver Knight examines the latest figures.

Results for Q1 2015
Property prices in Edinburgh rose by
1.2% between January and March 2015

SUMMER 2015

Annual growth now stands at 4.1%
The number of Londoners looking to
buy property in Edinburgh rose by 97%
year-on-year
From April 1st, under the new LBTT
regime, a buyer of a £1m property will
pay an extra £35,000 in purchase taxes

Prime property prices in Edinburgh rose
by 1.2% over the first three months
of 2015, after a 0.5% increase in the
preceding quarter, as buyers looked to
complete deals ahead of the switch to the
new Land and Building Transaction Tax
(LBTT) in April.
On an annual basis prices have risen
by 4.1%.
As was the case for much of last year, tax
policy continued to play a defining role in
the city’s prime property market during
the first quarter. The prospect of higher
taxation, through the introduction of LBTT
from 1 April 2015, led to a rise in buyer
interest, which in turn has boosted prices
being achieved.
When LBTT replaces stamp duty, those
buying homes worth less than £333,000
will pay less tax, however for homes
above this threshold the up-front cost of
moving will increase.
The number of sales completed by
Knight Frank between January and March
was 47% higher than Q1 2014 and 66%
higher than Q1 2013.

Uncertainty surrounding the outcome of the election has resulted in
the rate of annual price growth slowing says Oliver Knight

We expect that following the introduction
of LBTT in April there may be a period of
adjustment at the top-end of the market
as individuals factor in the increased cost
of moving.
Forecasts from the Office of Budget
Responsibility (OBR) appear to confirm
this, with the fiscal watchdog recently
revising its forecasts for future stamp duty
and LBTT tax revenues. The OBR said
that the bringing forward of some higherpriced transactions in Scotland before
April will increase UK stamp duty receipts
by £11 million in 2014-15. The OBR
subsequently reduced its forecast for
LBTT receipts in 2015-16 by £20 million.
Edward Douglas-Home, Head of
Edinburgh City Sales at Knight Frank,
said: “Buyers have been taking advantage
of the short window when purchase costs
are lower.

Key headlines from
Q1 2015
Prime country house prices increased
by 0.9% between January and March
Annual price growth in the prime
country market over the year to March
2015 stood at 2.5%, down from 3.4%
in December
Uncertainty surrounding the outcome of
the General Election has resulted in some
buyers delaying purchasing decisions
Price growth for sub-£1m properties
was 3% over the year to Q1 2015
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Agents note that where stock is priced
competitively, the market continues
to function with a healthy level of
buyer interest.

Uncertainty surrounding the result of the
forthcoming UK General Election and
tighter mortgage lending criteria are the
primary reasons behind the slowdown.
Some buyers and sellers in both prime
central London and the prime country
market – particularly those at the top-end
– are delaying decisions until greater
clarity emerges.

Average prices remain 16% below their
2007 peak although there are areas of
outperformance. This is most notable in
prime urban markets where, in some cases,
prices have now surpassed previous peaks.

In the year to Q1 2015, price growth for
sub-£1m properties reached 3%. This
compares to 1.6% growth over the same
period for homes valued between £2m and
£5m. Above £5m, prices have declined by
3.6% year-on-year.

Londoners continue to be active in the
prime country market, especially in regions
within commuting distance of the capital,
with many looking to take advantage of the
relative value gap which has opened up
between the two markets (figure 3).

For all buyers below £937,500, stamp duty
rates have fallen, while those purchasing

The number of Londoners registering
their interest in buying a country home
was 19% higher in 2014 compared to the
previous year and 32% higher than in 2012,
highlighting how demand from the capital
has started to filter into the country market.
A trend we expect to continue this year.
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Edinburgh: Annual and quarterly
price change by price bracket
Q1 2015
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above this threshold face higher up-front
costs when moving.

As figure 1 shows, the rate of annual price
growth between prime central London and
the prime country market has narrowed
considerably in recent months.

The new rates of stamp duty introduced by
the Chancellor in his Autumn Statement on
December 3rd 2014 may also be having an
impact, although it will take time for the full
effect to become clear. The early indications
are that it has resulted in an adjustment in
values at the top-end of the market.

“From April this year, when the new
LBTT rules come into force, a buyer
of a property valued at £1m will pay
nearly £35,000 more in purchase taxes.
However, even with the new higher
continued overleaf...
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Price growth
Edinburgh quarterly and annual price change
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“The prospect of higher
taxation resulted in an
increase in buyer activity in
the early part of 2015, as
buyers and vendors looked to
complete deals ahead of the
introduction of LBTT from 1
April 2015.”

Prime country house prices rose at a
faster rate than those in central London
between January and March, as average
values increased by 0.9%. However, while
quarterly growth overtook prime central
London for only the second time since
2009, on an annual basis growth in the
value of country houses slowed to 2.5%,
from 3.4% in December.
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“The annual rate of price
growth between prime
central London and the
prime country market has
narrowed considerably in
recent months.”
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Rate of price growth narrows

Price change by price bracket

Annual change in prime central London and
prime country property prices

Annual change to Q1 2015
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